Dear Lucy,

Yes, and you chose poorly.

I DID NOT respond to your email because I did not receive your email. You got two copies because I had included your email address in the carbon copy section.

I had also made an “Re: RE” [sic] including The IT in the “To” section instead of only in the blind copied section of the “footsak” email to Adam L. Tucker.

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/in%209-14-02%208-39am.htm

You must only know how very happy I am right now. Remind me to show you a photo Marie took of me yesterday wearing an improvised kilt, actually it was one if her scarves that I had wrapped around me as I sat on the sloping hillside outside our Stone Home coaching this going on 20 year old kid with the wisdom of Solomon how to deal with a lady in her 60s who is increasingly looking like she is going on a poorly conditioned two year old, given her dire straits economic situation, not able to recognize the “gift from God” she received when this very honorable, hard working kid who has taken care of himself always as well as more than pulling his weight in his household of 4 following his father, a very good and hard working man becoming a paraplegic when Brad was just a year old, through no fault of his own when the driver of the vehicle Brad’s dad was traveling in fell asleep at the wheel, came into her life.

Marie just came over to me sitting in a fine leather reclining couch with a jar of peanut butter and forced me to lick the peanut butter that I had left smeared on the outside and then for the next almost a minute we kissed and wrestled before Marie came up with the idea that we should let the squirrels all congregating outside feast on what I had also left on the cutting board; bearing in mind you might already know this is not the first time my very clean cooking, gourmet chef, tom boy, worker bee, carpenter, increasingly one of the world’s greatest artist oil painter, walkin-talkin work-of-art, did I mention sexy, sexy, sexy, so very deadly
precise in both the English and French language French-Canadian wife has taken issue with me over the peanut butter.

Too much, you think?

I now have no choice but to take you on an educational light journey.

The fact that the Chinese people set the scholastic levels wherever they travel does not mean they don’t get very poorly influenced by the western style Bell Shaped education system where it is the “most average” who rise to the top, resulting not only in the extraordinary mediocrity we see reflected in both our government and military commanding officers but in people like yourself so very quick to “act out”.

You had to have thought in the intervening 93 minutes before sending me the “clarification” which was to only carbon copy all those I had carbon copied, what each one of them would think or were you assuming that people like Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad don’t think, period.

You had to have known you would be “encouraging” say someone like The IT to “act out” even more although if you had given more thought to it you would understand how exactly I managed to get such a very significant “footprint” on the Internet that protects my “friends” as well, as well as increasingly spotlighting my enemies.

Were you aware that the most major series of assignments I completed in late 1993 early 1994 was for Randolf Hearst the former Chairman of the Board of Hearst Corporation who thanks to me were out there on the “cutting edge” of the Internet explosion that given Hearst Corporation’s ownership of “intellectual property” was not exactly lost on me or my “friends” or for that matter the mafia of mafia, the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel.

BTW Marie has just placed the most beautiful piece of stinkwood we purchased in South Africa back in 1995 just after I had met with my uncle Dave, who remains the American head of the DAAC on top on the mantel piece above the fireplace, now asking me, “What do you think!”

When you know the answer to something that is beautiful you only talk to share such beauty, you think?

When Marie arrived at the Stone Home yesterday afternoon after a very busy day, I read her that “problem-solution” that had Tefo very thoughtfully letting me know precisely when he would be responding with his thoughts, Marie then commenting, “You said something so profound dressed like a clown.”

Again, you would need to see how dressed-undressed I was.

Tefo is not Chinese.
Tefo is the proud product of two Black South Africans raised like me under the United States of America’s most brutally repressive, so anti-God, so anti-humanity, South African Apartheid Regime.

Tefo is a live Black South African who did not attend one of our Ivy League universities or for that matter neither oxford nor Cambridge University.

Do you think the exposure I have provided to him has anything to do with Tefo not already being dead and long buried, “to be used in a ‘practical’ for medical students”.


Do you think the communications I have broadcasted between him and my cousin Mark Gevisser don’t have Mark Gevisser and all his so very “liberal” friends shaking in their boots?

Do you realize that Mark Gevisser’s friends are only now just waking up to the fact that Mark Gevisser is a Nazi supporter?
How many of all those attending the book signing of Mark Gevisser’s autobiography of Thabo Mbeki, South Africa’s current De Beers stooge President had an inkling that Mark’s father was so very closely connected to the American Charles Engelhard, the most “money power” United States citizen and an “open supporter” of the South African Apartheid Regime and whose lawyers upon Charles Engelhard’s execution at age 54 handed Mark’s father a cool US$6 million hard cash to invest in what you think?

Not to mention how widely it was known around the world not just in the United States that Charles Engelhard was a very close friend of the Kennedy and Johnson families.

Tefo is today more than equipped to become the President of South Africa which you would know is a much more important country than the United States of America very much running on empty, culturally as well as economically since our culture is all “money, me” based were it not, however, for the rich influence of our hardest workers coming not only from China but don’t also forget those closer to our southern borders, beginning with the strong, hard working Mexicans whose offspring have the added advantage of being bilingual.

Once you factor in to this not all that difficult mathematical model that people as far away as Mossad trained Dutch prostitutes in Amsterdam consider the US Dollar worthless then in the next instant one has to examine very closely what exactly is the economic base of the United States apart from our out-of-control military-industrial-complex yet to go up against a first rate military such as China who also fuels the world economy and whose culture is not in the least bit militaristic but that doesn’t mean China isn’t smart enough to protect itself against imbeciles who argue, “That’s good, let China take care of China”.

Of course I am not alone in understanding how you feel about having backed the wrong horse.

Marie, totally oblivious to what I am writing, now commenting,

“That’s nice. If I could figure out what I am going to do with the top here [looking at the mantel piece], that would be nice also. I think I might strip...”
It is better to keep quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt - Proverbs

Isn’t it “funny” how the most “money, me cultured people” such as South Africans and US Americans are so very prudish?

Does it change your opinion about all the things you hold dear to that Mark Gevisser’s close cousin, Martin Moshal controls more than one third of all Internet Gambling, operating from a two bedroom apartment in Durban, South Africa?

Do you think the DAAC’s agenda has anything to do with Martin’s lack of competition?
Need I remind you of the DAAC’s Agenda:

**Take the money now or open up a taco stand!**

Where do you think this poor conditioning of our religious leaders emanates apart from the fact that the overwhelming majority of our preachers and their equally bought and paid for politicians, all cloaking themselves in religious scripture, are in such poor physical conditioning.

Where exactly in the Bible does it say one should abuse one’s body by overeating and not exercising regularly.

Where does it explain in the Bible why God didn’t have us come out of our mother’s womb fully clothed.

Why is it you think US Americans are the most medicated peoples in the world and yet 95% of US Americans are in worst physical condition than the British who are not exactly healthy?

Lucy, I actually thought I was being very nice when I said, “**medical doctors are too busy making money to bother with digitizing their prescriptions.**”

Marie would prefer that I don’t comment on what she says but you must surely be quite taken by the personal message she sent not only Tefo, “It sure is what we want!” but what I broadcasted to the world that has a number of very important people throughout the world now encouraging me to encourage Marie to run for President of South Africa.

BTW Marie agrees that I have already come up with very excellent choices for her board of directors including Marie being Chairman of the Board although Marie now commenting in response to me asking her to be chairman of the board of directors of South Africa, “I am not accepting any more positions” as she goes about completing the most brilliant glass shelf she put in the kitchen, just having to ask to screw in one screw and when I didn’t complete the job perfectly having to ask me again.

What exactly is your position on why you think medical doctors are not embracing your technology.

Did I explain clearly to you how “do gooder” western style medical doctors such as “Doctors Without Borders” are one of the first “lines of attack” by corrupt governments when corrupting grass roots organizations throughout the world including China?

Were you aware that my one rather successful and very street smart client, Irving Cooper, one of the founding partners of the highly successful Steinhardt U$5 billion Hedge Fund was one of the early funders of medical stents and when a very well known cardiologist from Cedars Sinai in Los Angeles spun out a private company
using the technology Irv with my input had funded, all intended as charity to serve the betterment of humanity, without telling Irv of this “slight of hand”, eventually this cardiologist became the executor of Irv’s estate putting aside Irv’s son Richard who although not all that bright, a successful bond trader for Solomon Brothers which explains everything, Richard was not a crook and would have only done right as executor.

Not to mention, Irv’s decision to replace his son was all as a result of the embarrassment, more concerned was Irv that he didn’t look like such a fool, than he do the right thing and expose this very crooked cardiologist, no different to when I provided Irv with the “smoking gun proof” that Michael Steinhardt was a crook, in the end Irv decided that it meant more to him to be able to “break bread” with someone he had told the world was his “friend” than help me more expose Steinhardt and his Israel banker friend Shimon Tipor.

To mention little of how much influence I had over Irv Cooper that would have him funding a lawsuit against the major Offense-Defense contractor, Westinghouse who owned CBS at the time, resulting in us winning not only a US$1 million cash settlement but return of these technologies stolen from an Israeli physicist, to the point that Irv listened rather well to all my worldly advice.

Can you explain why you consider the Chinese government corrupt bearing in mind that when I had informed you previously about the United States Government leading an 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900 that of course the corruption didn’t just end when corrupt US business interests took everything that wasn’t nailed to the ground including all of China’s harvested gold, you seemed totally shocked before letting me know that your husband and his family have a much better knowledge of history than you who was only 16 when you arrived with your family in 1980 but I would have thought that by that time your teachers, let alone your parents, would have shared such very important knowledge with you that most Chinese people I have met over the years are fully conversant with.

When you let people treat you like an ant you become an ant – Marie Dion Gevisser

Given how you chose to “clarify” your first taking issue with me some 93 minutes prior, by carbon copying those I had previously carbon copied - and let me know if you would like to see all those blind copied including your very well schooled Chinese brothers and sisters living in China - perhaps you can now take the time to fully explain what brought your family here in 1980 and who very possibly within the most brutal Cultural Revolutionary Council most likely buttered your father’s bread when he was editor of China’s largest magazine; bearing in mind that the 10 year Cultural Revolution that began in 1966, the same year former Chairman of the Federal Reserve, Alan Greenspan wrote his classic essay, GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM, only ended in 1976, the same time of the Soweto School Children uprising that resulted in Tefo’s mother Joyce Mohapi spending a night in jail; although I seem to recall you saying that the Cultural Revolution really only lasted about 4 years and during that time you personally never experienced anything “bad” although you may simply have said, “the trains kept running on time”. 
In 1976 I was a student at the University of Natal-Kwazulu, South Africa studying amongst a number subjects Economics II waiting at each lecture for the Professor to explain his reluctance to talk about the “money power” of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel who buttered his bread.

I am now more eager than ever to meet with your attorney husband upon his return from China but that shouldn’t prevent us getting together beforehand; how about this evening at our cliff house? I will arrange the most delicious sushi, vegetarian as well as former heart beating fish, if that is your preference.

Gary

Ps I – I continue to have internet connection problems here at our Stone Home deep inside the most beautiful, so Yosemite like right now Cleveland National Forest which is the primary reason for this delay in getting back to you; in all likelihood I am going to go back to dial up, the satellite hookup simply too problematic for my liking.

Not to mention that Marie received last evening a US$5,000 gift for her 50th birthday from her professor Sebastian Capella when purchasing two of his, in Marie’s word, “luscious” masterpieces.

Ps II – Focus on President Bush immediately suspending the trading of shares in public corporations; the alternative is unimaginable bloodshed and before that more US service people “turning” realizing that they have also backed the wrong horse.

[Word count 2627]

---

From: Lucy Jiang [mailto:ljiangrsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2008 10:10 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: Clarification

Do I have a choice? I first responded to you ONLY. You then sent the same message back to me without any comment except that you cc the message again to everybody else.

---

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2008 9:07 AM
To: 'Lucy Jiang'
Subject: RE: Clarification

I take it your clarification was to let everyone I had carbon copied know?

---

From: Lucy Jiang [mailto:ljiangrsf@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2008 5:34 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser  
Cc: Adam L Tucker; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It aka The COW's boyfriend; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attaché - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Joyce DeBeers-Rhodes Bursary-Scholarship Mohapi; Joe Ash; Brigitte Sylvia Mabandla - South Africa Minister of Justice; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter The Pig Lazarus; Dr. Leizer SAVE ZENA Molk MD; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Cliff Benn; Mossad; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of Independance [sic]; South African Consulate General; United States Justice Department; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Carolyn.dempster@bbc.co.uk; President@whitehouse.gov  
Subject: Re: Clarification

Gary,

>At some point I would like you to meet my friend Lucy Jiang but I don't want you emailing her unless she first communicates with you.  
I'd appreciated if you do not put my name in your email messages. Thanks.

>Lucy is an extraordinarily busy person raising two children on her own given all the traveling her corporate attorney husband does. She currently spearheads a software project for a major software developer specializing in the medical industry and the only "stumbling block" to her most value added engineering is that medical doctors are too busy making money to bother with digitizing their prescriptions.  
This is not a correct statement. Maybe that I did not explain the issues to you clearly last time, or maybe you misunderstood. I definitely did not say that "medical doctors are too busy making money to .....". I just want to clarify that.

Regards,

Lucy

From: Lucy Jiang [mailto:ljiangrsf@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2008 4:01 PM  
To: Gary S Gevisser  
Subject: Re: FOOTSAK - "doG WHO ART IN HEAVEN" [sic] - RE: Message From Yahoo!

Gary,

>At some point I would like you to meet my friend Lucy Jiang but I don't want you emailing her unless she first communicates with you.  
I'd appreciated if you do not put my name in your email messages. Thanks.

>Lucy is an extraordinarily busy person raising two children on her own given all the traveling her corporate attorney husband does. She currently spearheads a software project for a major software developer specializing in the medical industry and the only "stumbling block" to her
most value added engineering is >that medical doctors are too busy making money to bother with digitizing their prescriptions.
This is not a correct statement. Maybe that I did not explain the issues to you clearly last time, or maybe you misunderstand. I definitely did not say that "medical doctors are too busy making money to .....". I just want to clarify that.

Regards,

Lucy